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Galambos has conjectured that the logarithm of the geometric mean of partial 
denominators in a Liiroth representation of a number between zero and one is a 
constant. We here prove that this constant is x0.7884 and plays the same role as 
Khintchine’s constant for usual continued fraction expansions. 0 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I DEDICATE THIS WORK TO PROFESSOR MARIUS IOSIFESCU ON THE OCCASION 
OF HIS 52ND BIRTHDAY TOGETHER WITH MY GREAT GRATITUDE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us partition the interval I= (0, l] by fractional units with positive 
integers d as denominators. Thus for any XE Z there exists a unique 
deN*= {1,2, . . . . } such that x~(l/(d+ l), l/d]. Then set. 
d(x)= ; =d. [I 
Introduce the operator T: I+ Z by 
T(x) = d(x)(d(x) + 1) 
( i&i)3 
x - 
and consider the numbers d,(x), n E N*, defined recursively by 
d,(x) = d( T”- l(x))< 
Then the correspondence x -+ (d,(x)),, N. given by the equation 
1 .- 
dn+ 1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
is a bijection from Z to fV *PJ * and the expansion (3) is known as Ltiroth’s 
representation of x. 
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Let (Z, B,, A) be the probability space with B, the u-algebra of all Bore1 
subsets of Z and A the Lebesgue measure on B,. 
Our score here is to study metrical properties of the digits d,( ), n E N *, 
called partial denominators, by showing that they may be interpreted as 
the infinite order chain of a certain random system with complete connec- 
tions (see Iosifescu and Theodorescu [ 31). One of our asymptotic formulas 
(Proposition 6) proves Galambos’ conjecture concerning 
lim log d, + . . . + log d,, 
n+m n 
(see Galambos [ 1, pp. 1001). The similar problem for usual continued 
fraction expansions was solved by Shanks and Wrench in [4] where the 
limit is log 2.6854 and is called Khintchine’s constant. We will show that 
the Khintchine-type constant for Ltiroth’s representation is equal to 
log fi kl’Ck’k + I)’ x 0.7884. 
k=l 
2. THE SEQUENCE OF DIGITS AS AN INFINITE ORDER CHAIN 
Let us introduce the sequence of real random variables defined on Z by 
1 1 
s”(x)=d,,(x)+ 1 +d,(x)(d,(x)+ l)(d,-,(x)+ l)+“’ 
1 
+ 
4(x)(4+(x) + 1) 
(4) 
. . . d,(x)(W) + 1 W,(x) + 1)’ 
Then 
1 1 
s n+1= d n+l+l+d,+,(d,+l+l)S”~ 
nebl*. 
Thus relations (4) and (5) lead us to the following random system 
with complete connections (for short RSCC) (see Iosifescu and 
Theodorescu [ 33 ) 
where 
1 
u(x, k) = - 
1 
k+l+k(k+? 
XE [0, l-J, ke IN*, 
1 
P(x, k) =-, 
k(k+ 1) 
keN*. 
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We first prove 
PROPOSITION 1. The sequence (d,,), E N. consists of stochastically 
independent and identically distributed random variables and is $-mixing with 
respect to Lebesgue measure. 
ProoJ We will show that 
A({xEZ:d,(x)=kI ,..., d,+,-,(x)=k,})= fi ’ 
i-1 ki(ki+ l) 
(7) 
for every m, r, k,, . . . . k, E N *. 
Let us denote 
Ek,. .k,= {x:d,(x)=k,, . . . . d,(x)=k,}, 
Eiq k,k,+ , = {x: d,(x) = k,, . . . . d,(x)=k,,d,+,(x)=k,+,) 
=k:* 
Ek,kz. .k,k,+ 1’ 
I 
Since 
&,k,. 
krkr+‘= X:X=k,+l+k,(k,+l)(k,+l) { 
1 1 
1 
+ + . . . 
k,(k, + 1)e.a(k,, + 1) 
1 
+k,(k,+l)-~(k,+z+l)+***’ 
where k,+*, kr+3 .--range over N* 
I 
1 1 
X:X=k,+l+k,(k,+l) Y,YE&. .krk,+, 2 
then Ek,. .k. = (a,, p,], where 
1 1 
a,=k,+...+ 
k,(k,+ l)...k,-,(k,-,+ l)(k,+ 1)’ 
lL=h+ 
1 
k,(k, + l)...k,-, OL,+l)k(k,+l)’ 
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A({x~Z:d,(x)=k,, . . . . d,(x)=k ,-,, d,+,(x)=k,)) 
= 1 Wkk,. .k,) 
kcN* 
=,;*k(k+l)k,(k,:+k(k +l) r r 
=ifjl k.(kl+ 1)’ I I 
The property of $-mixing (see Grigorescu and Iosifescu [2]) follows 
immediately from relation (7) and the proof is ended. 1 
Let us further associate any complex-valued function f defined on 
Z= [0, I] to the numbers 
IfI =;y If(x Ifl1= SUP f(x*) -f(x*) 
x,#.qEI x1-x2 . 
Then the set L(Z) of all complex-valued functions defined on Z for which 
both ( f I < cc and I f I 1 < cc is a Banach space under the norm 11 f (I = 
Ifl+lfll. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2. System (6) is a RSCC with contraction and its Markov 
operator is regular with respect to L(Z) (cf: Definitions 3.1.4 and 3.1.18 
of PI). 
Proof We have 
2 u(x, k) = 
1 1 
iqzip’ 
kEN*, 
and therefore the system (6) is a RSCC with contraction. 
To show regularity of the associated operator U with respect to L(Z) we 
equivalently prove (see Theorem 3.2.23 of [2]) existence of a point 
X E (0, 1) such that 
lim la,(x)--PI =O, 
n-03 
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for any XEZ, where o,(x) denotes the support of the measure Q’(x, -) and 
Q is the transition probability measure of the associated Markov chain (see 
c2, PP. 311). 
Let x be an arbitrarily fixed point in Z. By defining recursively 
x0=-%x,+1 =3+$xxn, ?lEN(*, (8) 
we have x, E (0,l). Then letting n --f cc in (8) we find 2 = $. 1 
Now, on account of Theorem 3.4.5 of Grigorescu and Iosifescu [2], the 
RSCC (6) is uniformly ergodic and there exists a limit probability Qa on 
g,. 
Further we shall identify the probability Qm. 
THEOREM 3. The probability Qa, is identical to Lebesgue measure. 
Proof: We have to show that 
I ’ Q(x, B) 4dx) = W, for all B = BI, (9) 0 
where Q( ., .) is defined by 
Q(x, B)= c P(x, k). 
As the intervals B. = (0, u], u E (0, 11, generate g,, it suffices to verify the 
equation (9) only for Bo. 
If for fixed u E (0, 1 ] we denote 
k,=k,(x)=min x E z, 
then 
f Q(x, (0, ~1) dx = jb; & dx. (10) 
The solutions k E IV * of the inequality 
k+x 
@Tiy 
are 
k> , ‘-‘+dm +1 
2u 1 ’ x E 1. 
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Also, since 
‘- 1 < 1 -U+&7zG<l 
u 2u 
. , x E I, 
u 
then there exists x0 E Z such that 
l-u+J(l-U)*+4xoU - 
2U 1 1 
‘-1 =l. 
u 
Therefore 
k 
0 
= 1 --u+ (1 -U)2+4X,uEN* 
2u 
? 
or 
ko+xo 
k,(k,+ l)=U’ 
Then we may continue the equality (10) by 
5 1 ko+xo -~“~dx+~~,,k,+idx=ko(ko+l) 0 ko = u = A( (0, u] ), 
what completes the proof. m 
Relations 
1 
i(d,+,=kjd,=k,,...,d,=k,)=A(d,=k)=- 
k(k+ 1) 
and (5) show that according to Theorem 1.1.6 of [2] the sequences 
(d,),, rue and (s,),~ N. may be interpreted respectively as the infinite order 
chain and the associated Markov chain to the RSCC (6) with respect to 1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS 
We now apply the law of large numbers to the infinite order chain 
(dn),, N. due to Iosifescu [2]. 
THEOREM 4. Let g: [0, l] + R be integrable and denote f,, = go T”- ‘, 
n 2 1. Then (x;= Ifi)/n converges 1- a.e. to E,(f, ) = jh g(x) dx, as n + 00. 
We now prove 
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PROPOSITION 5 (Relative Frequency of Partial Denominators). Z/-k E N *, 
then 
I-a.e. 
d, = k 
Proof: We apply Theorem 4 by taking g = 1 Id, = kJ, where 1, denotes 
the characteristic function of A. Then f, = 1 Idn= k) and 
We now prove Galambos’ conjecture concerning the logarithm of the 
geometric mean of partial denominators d,,, n E N *. 
PROPOSITION 6. We have 
lim dm= fi k’lk(k+1)z2.1998 I-a.e. 
n-m k=l 
Proof: By taking h = log d, in Theorem 4 we have f, =log d, and 
therefore 
lim log d, + . . . + log d,, 
n-m n 
= lim log/m 
n-m 
= Edfi) 
=z, g+l)logkdx 
=kQ&)logk 
= k&Ajlogk+ ,=g+* &)logk 
=S,+ TN. 
We now calculate the sum TN. 
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TN= 2 
1 
-logk= f logk 
k=N+l k&+1) k=Ntl 
JogW+ 1) 
N+l + f k=N+2 
; (log k - log(k - 1)) 
(log(k + 1) - log k) 
We have 
--- 
where 
Then 
where 
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with 
Since 
T Jog(N+1)+3/2 1 aD 
N N+l 
k2-l+k’ if k>ll, 
then 
121 m 1 
k=N+l?c c 
121 1 RN-=360 -.- 1440 N3 for N> 10. 
Also, taking into account that 
;=kft+2+kcg+,$~ 
we have for N > 10 
~~2~.logk=~~2{~.logk+~k2} 
- +W’+l)+~+R 
N+l 
N 
where 
&;=0.322467..., 
121 1 
(R,J<---.- 
1440 N3’ 
When N= 10 we have 
R,,, <+&&,=O, 0000840... 
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and the values for log k/[k(k + l)], k=2, 3, . . . . 10, are 0.115524, 0.091551, 
0.069314, 0.053647, 0.042660, 0.034748, 0.028881, 0.024413, 0.020932 while 
their sum equals 0.481670. Also, the values for 1/2k2, k = 2, 3, . . . . 10, are 
0.125, 0.055555, 0.031250, 0.02, 0.013888, 0.010204, 0.007812, 0.006172, 
0.005 and their sum is 0.274881. Finally, 
S= 5 (log k)/k(k+ 1) 
k=2 
= 0.481670 + 2.274881- 0.322467 + 0.354354 + R,, 
= 0.788438 + R,, 
and therefore 
2.1996 if 
iik 
S = 0.7883, 
1ICMk + 1 )I = 2.1998 if S = 0.7884, 
k=l 2.2000 if S = 0.7885, 
and the desired result is obtained. 1 
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